
1.1 Overview to Move Items from one bib to another

Function [Move Items from one bib to another] moves one bib's items in the immediate catalog to
another bib in the same catalog.  Furthermore, if the bib is in Serial Management, then the bib's
copies are also moved.  The move is complete:  no items or copies are left in the immediate
catalog.  Once the items are moved, the originating bib can be removed.  

If the catalog is part of a union catalog configuration, then items attached to the originating bib in
the other catalogs are not moved.  If the bib has items in other catalogs, then the bib cannot be
removed.  In other words, this function might have to be run in each catalog.  

1.2 Move Items from one bib to another



1.3 Fields:  Move Items from one bib to another

1.3.1 Field 1 Message Area:  76 characters, multiple, display only

Purpose:  To display a message from the system to the user.  

Example:  Display the bib or item being processed.  

1.3.2 Field 2 Message Area:  76 characters, multiple, display only

Purpose:  To display a message from the system to the user.  

Example:  Display the bib or item being processed.  

1.3.3 Field 3 Function Keys

1.3.4 Field 4 Find Move From Bib:  120 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify numbers or words that might identify an item or the MARC bib associated
with the item.  If the MARC bib is found, all of its associated items are displayed for selection.  

Format:  Free text, but in conjunction with the search method to be selected in the following field.
A bar code may be scanned here to hasten the process.  

Note:  you are identifying the bib that will have its items moved.  

1.3.5 Field 5 Find Menu for Move From Bib:  tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the appropriate look up that matches the entry made in the textual Find field.

Format:  It is a menu selection.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Bar Code
Item #
MARC #
Call #
Title
Author
ISBN, ISSN, or LCCN
Control #

Note:  you are identifying the bib that will have its items moved.  



1.3.6 Field 6 Find the Move to Bib:  120 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify numbers or words that might identify an item or the MARC bib associated
with the item.  If the MARC bib is found, all of its associated items are displayed for selection.  

Format:  Free text, but in conjunction with the search method to be selected in the following field.
A bar code may be scanned here to hasten the process.  

Note:  you are identifying the bib that will receive the items.  

1.3.7 Field 7 Find Menu for Move to Bib:  tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the appropriate look up that matches the entry made in the textual Find field.

Format:  It is a menu selection.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Bar Code
Item #
MARC #
Call #
Title
Author
ISBN, ISSN, or LCCN
Control #

Note:  you are identifying the bib that will receive the items.  

1.3.8 Field 8 From Copy Number:  2 characters

Purpose:  this field displays a serial copy number found in the From Bib.  It needs a corresponding
copy number in the To Bib.  

1.3.9 Field 9 Copy number for the To Bib:  2 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  if the To Bib already has copies, and some of its copies have the same numbers as the
From Bib, then the copies that are being transferred need new unique copy numbers.  

For example, if the From Bib has a Copy 1, and the To Bib has a Copy 1, then you can't merge
the From's Copy 1 into To's Copy 1.  From needs a replace Copy number. That Copy number
cannot exist in the From or the To prior to the move. Using our existing example, the replacement
Copy number could be 2, 44, or 83, i.e., any Copy number not in use by either bib.  Note that
Copy numbers do not need to be sequential.  

1.3.10 Field 10 Cancel, Move Item & Help:  

Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Cancel] will reject the changes.
[Move Items] will commit the changes.  [Help] will display all of the documentation for the window.
Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.  

Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.  


